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Foreword 

Since coming to live in Cliftonville, Kent and for some time before, my two grandchildren, 

Debbie and Keith were constantly coming round to be with us and have meals.  Keith was at the 

�ask a question� stage and what�s more, he always insisted on an answer, and I�m glad to say 

that this has been in his favour during his life up to now. 

He was always asking how it used to be, and I took great delight in relating things from my 

childhood and quite often beyond. As he got older we were speaking one day and he said, 

�Grandad, do you realise that your new grandson, Jamie, might like to know how it was, so why 

don�t you write it all down for him?� 

I also woke up to the fact that I had another grandson, Luke, and both Debbie and Keith were 

married and far away, so time must be getting on and I will make a start.  At 86 I am glad to say 

my memory is still with me, so this will be written in plain language and with no frills of 

imagination as is sometimes written by outsiders looking in. 

 

Early Years 

I came into this world on 8th April 1918, at 23 Caletock Street, East Greenwich, London, 

SE10.  At six months I contracted pneumonia which almost put paid to me there and then.  

Through the resolve of my Mother and Aunt Gert, who lived next door, I was pulled through. I 

must add that my Father was in a reserved occupation1 and could only get home from work on 

rare occasions. 

I have alw- 

ays been more 

than grateful to 

my Cousin 

Olive and her 

husband, Bill, 

who were cour- 

ting at the time, 

and who traip-

sed the length 

and breadth of 

Greenwich to 

                                                
1 A Reserved Occupation was a job considered too important to allow the worker to be called up. In this case the 
maintenance of the gas supply network. 

Father Walter Farnish in gas holder engine room
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find a little brandy to help me survive.  There were no drugs which would have helped in those 

days like there are now. Olive and Bill and I remained very close friends until they passed away 

in their eighties 

You will notice that I was born during the Great War, in fact eight months before the 

Armistice was signed.  Four of my uncles were George, William, Charles and Charles, my 

Mother�s brother, hence my name came 

about; unfortunately one Charles never came 

back � he was killed at Passchendaele.  The 

nickname of Jack was brought about by my 

sister Christine who was two years older than 

me and could never say �George�, and the 

name stuck with me all my life.  Sometimes it 

has caused a great deal of confusion and also 

a lot of laughs, but never trouble I�m glad to 

say on my sister�s behalf.  If asked my 

preference it would be what I was known by 

my family; Jack. I can never recall any of 

them calling me by my real names. 

My first incursion into the outside world 

was in 1919 at the tea party held in the street 

for the peace celebrations.  I must have been 

past my first birthday � there is a picture in 

my mind of how my Mother used to tell me 

how I was sat at the table in my high chair 

and was given a tin mug as a momento.  It has 

the word �Peace� over a wreath on one side and �1914 TO 1918� on the other; I still have the 

mug today.  I wonder how many more of them are still about. 

Mt first real recollection is of 1921 when my little brother Wally died of �meningitis of the 

brain� at 18 months old.  I have memories of rocking him in his pram and also of seeing him in 

his little white coffin. 

I started school at 4½ years old.  There were no such things as nursery or kindergarten 

schools, normal starting time was 5 years old but if there was room at 4½ then they would take 

you.  The school was called Glenister Road School, situated in Blackwall Lane and it comprised 

mixed infants up to 7 years old, boys from 7 years to leaving age (14 years), and also girls of the 

Uncle Charles Harris, Aunt Gertrude, Cousin Bid
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same ages (7 Standards).  There was also a separate school for �backward� children who needed 

special teaching. 

I can�t say much about the infants schooling except 

to say the teachers did quite sufficient to get us 

prepared for the �big boys� as it was known, so I will 

skip it and start at the boys� school.  This comprised six 

masters who had to be addressed as �Sir�, one mistress 

addressed as �Ma�am� and one headmaster.  School 

times were 9.00am to 12.00, then 2.00pm to 4.30pm, 

and started with assembly in the hall for a prayer and a 

hymn, then to classrooms.  Lessons included reading, 

writing, spelling, dictation, arithmetic, mental 

arithmetic, science, history, geography, art and 

woodwork.  Exams occurred at mid-term and full term 

where it was decided if you went up a class or stayed 

were you were for another year.  I will write about 

school life in more detail later. 

At age 11 years you sat for a scholarship 

called Junior Counties which, if you were 

clever, you got a place at the Roan 

Grammar School.  At age 13 years you 

could sit for the Trade Scholarship and if 

very lucky get a place at a polytechnic 

where they taught engineering of all 

descriptions.  I had to turn the Roan School 

down because I did not want to burden my 

family with all the expense of uniforms etc.  

I failed the polytechnic at the final interview 

because I spoke up out of turn for my 

Mother who was hard of hearing. 

Family life in our house was very 

organised as it had to be.  We lived in a 

standard type terraced house with three 

bedrooms upstairs and three rooms 

downstairs, a scullery at the back and an 

outside toilet.  The back garden held a couple of sheds, one of which my Father kept his rabbits 

Me, at age 6 

Sisters Flora, Kit and Chris with me and my Mother
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in2, which were bred for food and sometimes sale at Christmas.  We also had a chicken run for 

his chickens.  The front garden was about fourteen feet wide by four feet deep and surrounded 

with a low brick wall topped with an iron fence, and a gate.  Until he died in 1927 we had our 

Grandfather living with us in one of the upstairs rooms where I spent a great deal of time with 

him, and he taught me all the card games, dominoes etc, and how to take his bets to the bookie. 

I was a migraine sufferer and during my younger days my Mother used to wrap my forehead 

in vinegar rags covered with brown paper which 

used to help the pain.  During these times she taught 

me how to sew buttons on and to darn my socks 

which has served me all my life.  She was a very 

hard working woman as you might imagine, to look 

after all us and feed us; she was a good cook and, I 

might add, she needed to be to feed us on the wages 

my Father brought home.  Washing never seemed to 

be finished with all our bed linen, clothes and 

household items, then all the curtains every week, 

thanks to the coal fires, gas lighting and of course 

the fags.  We were always very close but sadly she 

died after a fair amount of illness, which she always tried to keep from us, at 50 years old and I 

was only 18 so I could never pay her back in return except to keep her in my memory. 

My Father started work on me when I was about 8 years old.  First of all by taking me to his 

allotment on Sunday mornings to help him, and when he could see I understood a thing he would 

teach me properly.  At home it was the same; rather than stop me touching his tools he would 

show me how to use them.  I finished up mending all the boots and shoes for the family, white 

washing the chicken shed and also the back wall of the house every year, repairs in the house and 

later, the decorating.  All these by the time I left school at 14 years old.  He also liked to take me 

with him where possible.  He used to go on �beanos� from his favourite pub, The Ironfounders 

Arms.  On one of these they had hired a coach and four3 to go to the Derby at Epsom, and they 

took me; and believe me it�s one of the things you only read about.   

Other outings would be round the hop fields in Kent to bring back a sack of Bramley apples 

(Hopping Apples), and in the summer he used to have a week�s holiday and take me with him to 

his brother George in Suffolk.  If his holiday occurred outside the school holiday I would come 

back with him, but if it was during the school summer holiday he would leave me there with my 

aunt and uncle and someone else would bring me back.  My uncle George and aunt Daisy had no 

                                                
2 The rabbits were fed well, often on specially prepared scraps from the kitchen. 
3 Four horse carriage 

My sister, Mary 
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children of their own so I became their adopted son and this carried on - I used to take my own 

wife and sons down there.  My uncle died in 1942 but my wife and son Ron went there to stay 

with my aunt during the Doodlebug period of the war. 

 

Olden Times 

Before going any further, I�ll try to get you to imagine how things were in those days for you 

to compare. 

On the main roads we had trams running on two tracks in the centre of the road; some of the 

trams were open top deck with wood slatted seats.  There were also two bus companies: General 

and Thomas Tilling;  these were all open top deck like the trams and some had solid tyred 

wheels.  There was also a large amount of horse-drawn traffic with heavy shire horses; lighter 

horses were used for 

delivery vans etc.  

Steam traction 

engines were very 

prominent, lorries 

were beginning to 

make a showing and 

all had solid tyred 

wheels.  Cars were 

few and far between. 

You can imagine the 

noise that was going 

on. 

The side streets were free of traffic except for the milkman, baker and the odd bike or so, so 

you were free to play in the street without worrying.  Main roads were lit with gas lights strung 

across the centre and side streets had a gas lamp post on each corner.  The lamp lighter used to 

come round at dusk every night and light the lamps with a long pole and again on the morning to 

put them out.  All the houses were lit with gas lights and had gas cookers.  Open fires were our 

means of heat, the kitchen fire was a range which had an oven on one side where you could 

cook, and there was always an iron kettle on the hob so there was always some hot water.   

There was no double glazing  or central heating, our only water was a cold tap and we had to 

use draught excluders where needed. The weekly wash was normally on Monday when the water 

was heated up in the copper in the scullery; this was heated by a coal fire underneath.  The 

washing was done by hand in a tin bath using a washing board with soap and scrubbing brush, 

Thomas Tilling Bus
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then rinsed and put through a wooden rollered mangle then hung on a line stretching up the 

garden.  Ironing was done with a flat iron heated on the gas stove or a griddle on the fire front.4  

There were no fridges or freezers so shopping for perishable food had to be done daily; other 

food was kept in the cupboard. 

Our street consisted of 36 houses, half each side of the road and built in two continuous 

terraces; there were no garages.  It was a closely knit set of neighbours and during the summer 

after tea they would sit outside at the front door if they had nothing else to do, and if the girls 

wanted to skip the men would get a long rope across the road and turn if for them which was 

always great fun.  If the boys were playing cricket, using the bottom of the lamp post as a wicket 

one or two men would join in.  In the winter when it snowed and started freezing we would make 

a slide in the centre of the road and slide all evening until it looked like a sheet of glass.  There 

was always a couple of men come and join in for a few minutes before breaking it up to make it 

safe again for the horses next day. 

Most children had a top and whip, also a hoop and hook or a pram wheel and stick and these 

were all quite a common sight to see on the street at any time, but other games had their season.  

Five stones was played indoors and out.  There were many other games that we used to make 

ourselves such as fuggle5, marbles, cherry stones, cigarette cards, hopscotch to name but a few.  

Most children had a ball of some sort, if you were lucky you might have a pair of skates and if 

you were very lucky you might even have a fairy cycle6 or scooter.  Some boys would have a 

wheelbarrow made up of a wooden box from the grocer, two shafts and a pair of pram wheels, 

others would have a trolley or soap-box cart, using a sugar box from Tate & Lyles, a plank under 

the bottom and extended out of the front and four wheels.  Two of the wheels would be on or just 

under the box protruding outside, the others on an axle at the front of the plank and fitted with a 

rope to turn the wheels to the right or left. 

Other games such as release and leap frog involved all the children, of any age, and boys and 

girls would pick teams and start any of these games which could last two or three hours till one 

side was the victors.  Some boys had their special mate as well to be able to do things together 

like doing jobs and going places different from the street.  My mate was Albert Hayter who lived 

opposite and we shared a great deal of time together during our school days. 

Having given you that summary of what the neighbourhood was like I will get back to my 

own story. 

                                                
4 I heard a story about someone who was terribly burnt in the Suffolk countryside by a block of red hot iron which 
fell out of its casing (the �iron� itself) straight down her dress front. I can�t begin to think of the pain this must have 
caused, especially as there was no medical help at close hand. 
5 Boys game involving hitting sticks in a gutter 
6 Small child�s bicycle 
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Schooldays 

School life had started to become very real in the �big boys� and the sooner you got used to it 

the better.  The classrooms were heated by a large fireplace with a coal bucket each side  full of 

coal, a fireguard right round and a good fire going in the grate.  To one side of this was the 

blackboard and easel and the other side was the master�s desk and chair.  Cupboards were also 

there to hold books and the stationery.  The desks were oak wood with an iron framework and 

integral seat for two boys, and the desk top had a hinged flap for each boy with storage 

compartments for books etc.  Ink wells were situated on top, one for each boy.  These desks all 

faced the front in rows and a class consisted of 32 boys on average.  I might add at this stage that 

all teachers wore suits with collar and tie which in itself made you respect him and also call him 

�Sir�; names were never mentioned if you knew what was good for you!  On the mantle shelf of 

the fireplace was the usual selection of canes which the teacher could use if need be.  

Glenister Road School Certificate 
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We also had a carpentry shop in the corner of the playground and after your second year you 

started learning woodwork one session per week.  We had a woodwork master named Blundell 

who really knew his job and if you weren�t willing to learn he would not have you in the class to 

waste other boys� time.  We also had another session each week for swimming when we were 

taken to the Greenwich Baths to learn to swim, and yet another session was had for seasonal 

sports at the local rec.  These last two sessions were always the last of the morning or afternoon 

lessons so that it didn�t matter if they overran - you could go straight home. 

I began to like school very much which was a great advantage when it came to learning using 

all the basics that we had been taught in the infants.  The tables were done collectively by the 

whole class and you never knew when you were going to be called on to stand up and carry on 

on your own; those twelve sets of figures remain in my mind forever.  Mental arithmetic was 

taught in the same way and became a very important part of my life in all departments.  Writing 

and spelling were the next important skills; all writing was done with pen and ink, ballpoint pens 

were not invented and when they were they took all the style out of writing7.  These four lessons 

became the backbone of all future learning in my opinion, both to the end of school and for 

whatever branch of life you chose to follow. 

When I became old enough (9 years) I was able to go to woodwork class and did very well.  I 

made quite a number of things in the five years till I left school including a table with inlaid 

                                                
7 They were first invented by M. Biro chiefly for using to make carbon copies through several sheets; certain offices 
including my drawing office were issued with them and I still have one from around the fifties. 

Glenister Road School class photo : I am marked with an �X�  
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chess board top which I still have and also a bookcase made from Australian walnut that I had to 

make for exhibiting at the interview for the trade scholarship in order to pass; I still have this in 

use today.  It was at this time that I was asked about taking up an apprenticeship with a 

woodworking company when leaving school but I said I was going to work on my Father�s crane 

when the time came. 

I can remember when I was eight years old and the general strike came about.  Most of the 

men were on strike but my Father was not allowed to strike because the South Metropolitan Gas 

Co was a co-partnership with all employees, this ensured that there would be no interruption in 

the supply of gas at any time.  Things were getting bad after the first couple of weeks with no 

money coming in to feed the other families properly so when we got home from school my 

Mother would have a couple of dishes filled with jam sandwiches and I would go with my two 

older sisters to give them to the children on the street, which was much appreciated.  Fortunately 

it did not last too long but while it did there was a lot of damage done and a lot of violence at 

factory gates. 

Another memory is of the floods in Blackwall Lane.  Our school was about a hundred yards 

back from the road with a field of allotments between and when we got the thunderstorms and 

torrential rain the water could not get away because the drains would block up very quickly.  

This always seemed to happen in the afternoon and we used to go downstairs to the girls� school 

and take our boots and socks off and carry the girls on our backs through the flood to safety and 

dry land.  As you can guess, we wore short trousers in those days and we tied our boots together 

by the laces and put them round our necks.  After putting the girl down we would go home8.  The 

flood took a time to go down because the men would have to come and lift the manhole and clear 

the blockages which was a slow process and could sometimes last into the night.  We�d have a 

great deal of fun with an old tin bath and a piece of wood for a paddle. 

 

Childhood Pastimes 

We had two venues within 15 minutes of home where we used to go quite a lot to play.  

Blackheath, where there were a series of old gravel pits gradually growing over and ideal for a 

number of games such as Cowboys and Indians and other such battles.  There was also acres of 

grassland laid out as football pitches in the winter and cricket pitches in the summer and this was 

where school games were played on Saturday morning, and amateur matches played in the 

afternoon and on Sunday morning.  

                                                
8 It is quite possible that my wife was carried through the floods by me, although we were at the same school I did 
not know her then. We only lived 200 yards from each other. 
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You can see from this 

that there was a lot of 

competition between 

schools in those days.  

Also Blackheath boasted 

three ponds, one being a 

boating pond and another 

for model boats of all 

sorts. 

Next to Blackheath 

was Greenwich Park 

which housed the Royal 

Observatory at the top of 

One Tree Hill.  This park also had a large recreation area at Rangers House which had a full size 

cricket pitch used by West Kent Wanderers and which was also used for holding schools� annual 

sports days.  In another area of the park was a large children�s playground with swings and 

roundabouts, sand pits and a large boating pond.  You could go up the park with a couple of 

sandwiches and a bottle of water and play for hours, or go round the enclosed flower garden and 

see the deer roaming in 

what was called The 

Wilderness9.  Autumn 

time we would go up 

there to gather the 

chestnuts and later on the 

conkers, ready for the 

contests between all the 

boys.   

The other thing in the 

park was the bandstand 

and every Sunday 

afternoon or evening 

during the summer the 

seats were brought out 

and placed all round for people to sit; although lots used to parade around and listen to the band.  

It was always a uniformed band and quite often military, police, factory and the like, and always 

                                                
9 Virtually nothing in the park has changed since 

Aerial view of Royal Naval College and Park 

Greenwich Park Boating Pool 
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well known to the people. Remember, we had no TV and very few wireless sets.  This was our 

Sunday treat, Father, Mother and the family would go up there after tea and walk around and 

then make our way through the park to the Plume Of Feathers pub in Park Vista.  They had a 

garden at the back where we could sit and have a lemonade and bag of crisps, and some aunts 

and uncles would turn up for the weekly chin-wag10.  Incidentally, my wife used to be taken to 

the bandstand at the same time as me by her Grandfather; did fate take a hand in our meeting 

finally?  

Our other big Sunday attraction was to go to the Royal Naval College which was situated 

between the River Thames and Greenwich Park.  Trafalgar Road ran through the centre of it.  

The whole college was enclosed with heavy iron railings about eight feet in height.  Halfway 

through there was a double set of gates each side of the road.  On the river side were the main 

buildings including the 

famous Painted Hall, 

chapel and Seamen�s 

Hospital for sick marines.  

The park side was the 

Queen�s House where 

Queen Anne was born and 

what is now the museum 

was where the sailor boys 

in training had their 

quarters, and in the centre 

of the large Tarmac 

grounds stood a large 

sailing ship �The Fame� in 

full rig which the sailors 

trained on.  After church service on Sunday morning the naval officers and boys would march 

from the chapel, and the traffic would be stopped while they marched across the road and up to 

their quarters.  After changing they would all come out wearing roller skates and until the dinner 

whistle they would be up to their tricks and having fun; lots of children would be there. 

One of our pursuits (me and Albert H.) in the summer months we would walk to Woolwich 

which was three miles and get on to the free ferry which crossed the Thames to North Woolwich.  

These were paddle steamers that formed a figure eight in the crossing and took about a quarter of 

an hour.  There were two boats, and I remember one was the Lord Warden.   

                                                
10 A glass of lemonade was 1d and a bag of Smiths Crisps, larger than those of today, was 2d. 

Sailor boys at the Royal Naval College (1933) 
�The Fame� is part dismantled in the background 
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We would go down to the engine room and watch the great engines with highly polished brass 

fittings, driving the pistons in and out which turned the paddle shaft; these steam engines were 

always a fascination 

for me and still are.  

After a couple of 

crossings we would 

be thrown off and we 

would catch the other 

one and start again.  

This would last for an 

hour or two before 

we had to start the 

long walk home 

again.  Sometimes on 

a Saturday afternoon 

we would get a 

couple of sacks and 

canes, and a couple 

of sandwiches and set off on a four mile walk to the Nine Fields at Kidbrook.  There we would 

erect our tent using the canes as a frame and sacks as �canvas� and have a fine old time playing 

around the fields or exploring until it was time to pack up and trek home tired out. 

Saturday mornings during the winter we would take the trolley and some sacks and go to the 

gas works at Greenwich Reach and buy coke for the fire at five pence for 28lbs.  We could 

manage four bags at a time and bring them back to sell to the women in the street for sixpence a 

bag; we had our regulars and would go back for another load, possibly three loads in the morning 

and make twelve pence profit plus the odd halfpenny or two for a tip.  In the afternoon we would 

go up the park with the trolley collecting all the wood that had fallen from the trees and it was 

surprising how much we could collect.  The park keepers knew us and used to tell us where we 

would get the best fallings.  We would break it into suitable lengths for fine kindling and our 

same customers would buy them from us for a few coppers a bundle, possibly selling about six 

or seven bundles. 

In the summer, as there were no fires we used to go to the Combe on Blackheath and dig out 

lumps of hard chalk, bring them home in the trolley and sell them at one penny a lump to the 

women to use as hearthstone for cleaning their steps and window sills.  Most housewives used to 

keep the fronts of their houses clean but could not always afford real hearthstone from the 

chandler�s shop. 

The �John Benn� ferry, as seen from the �Lord Warden� 
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Family Life 

One of my highlights was to take a 

meal down to my Father at the gas works.  

He drove a big steam crane on rails which 

they used to take up and relay in sections 

wherever he was going to work.  He used 

to work a twelve hour day which included 

one hour for getting up steam before the 

gang came on, and one hour after the shift 

for damping down his boiler fire for the 

night.  Sometimes they would work an 

extended shift on the Jetty to unload a 

coal boat that had to catch a tide and 

during the construction of the sea wall 

around the works this fourteen hour day 

had to move with the tides for weeks, 

causing great tiredness, and pressure on 

my Mother.  It�s on these occasions I 

Drawing of East Greenwich Gas Works 

Drawing of East Greenwich Jetty 
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would go down with this meal and he would let me climb into the cab and sit by the boiler and 

watch him work this wonderful lump of machinery.  My mind was set on what I would be doing 

when I left school. 

Christmas was always looked forward to by the whole family.  My Mother used to save up 

2s/6d a week in a savings club which you could also borrow from and pay back with a sixpenny 

in the pound interest per week, and all this was put in the kitty and shared out between the 

members at Christmas.  My Father would kill off three or four of his chickens and some rabbits 

to sell to his friends (always keeping a plump one for us); this money provided for all the goodies 

for consuming.  Christmas puddings would have been made a couple of weeks before when we 

all had to muck in, stir it and make a wish, and then the silver threepenny pieces would be stirred 

in before putting into basins and into the copper to boil until done.  We never had room for a tree 

but we all sat round the table making paper chains from strips of coloured paper glued together 

like a link chain, and these would be hung around the rooms.  My Father always did the night 

shift at work on Christmas eve � 8pm till 6am Christmas morning � so us children would help 

Mother with the preparation as far as possible until bedtime.  We then hung our socks up, 

hanging from the mantle shelf over the fireplace. 

Christmas morning  we would be up about 7am and my Father would be sitting there with his 

stoker from the crane drinking tea with a little of something in it.  This was our Father Christmas.  

Our socks would each have six pennies, some nuts, an orange and a few sweet toffees.  On the 

table we would each have our presents that always included a book, a game, fancy 

handkerchiefs, a main toy and some odds and ends.  My main toy would be Meccano, simple 

tools and suchlike.  Nobody bothered about breakfast, there was always going to be a grand 

dinner with all the trimmings followed up with Christmas pudding with cream.  Tea would be 

another grand affair if you could manage it with a big Dundee cake.  In the evening we would 

have a sing song with our neighbours coming in; we had the piano that I played and Mother 

would take a turn.  Our neighbours would bring their gramophone over with the big horn.  

Naturally there would be a crate of beer and lashings of coffee etc, and a good time would be had 

by all. 

When I was about twelve years old my Father got me a job as a paper boy with Bob Ingram.  

He was known as Peggy because we had a wooden leg � it was shot off during the Great War � 

and there were lots of men like this, some with crutches.  I had to be up at 6 am in order to miss 

Mr Johnson the truant officer who was always on the prowl, as I had a large round that took 

some time.  Sundays after delivering I would go round collecting the money, I used to get 2s/6d a 

week plus a copper or two that customers might give me.  This money that I used to earn I would 

give most of to my Mother to help with my clothes etc, which was a help. 
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Scouting 

I was about 10½ years old when I 

joined the Boy Scouts at Victoria Hall 

where I used to go to Sunday school.  

The troop leader was Alf Letchford and 

I was put in the otter patrol.  It was a 

large troop of 6 patrols of 8 boys in each 

plus the section leaders, troop leader, 

assistant Scout Master and Scout 

Master.  We also had a large Cub pack, 

Guide troop and Brownie pack, all 

under the flag of 22nd Greenwich.  We 

had a bugle and drum band with a mace 

bearer, and after church parade we 

would form up and march all round the 

streets on Sunday morning.  I was taught 

to play a �b flat� bugle and put into the 

band � I often wonder now whether that 

might be where I used up most of my 

wind!  Every so often I had to clean it 

out with boiling soda water to get rid of 

all the spittle apart from keeping it clean 

with Bluebell polish. 

On occasion we would have a weekend camp on farm land at Grove Park.  We would start 

Friday night at the hall and load up the tent cart with all our gear and food, and set out pulling the 

cart or pushing, depending whether you were front or back, about six miles mostly up hill to the 

site.  We would then pitch the tent and cook supper by which time we were glad to turn in for the 

night.  Saturday and up till about 3pm on Sunday we would train on badge work, cooking and a 

few games then start packing up for the trek home.  The church had a hand pumped organ � you 

had to sit on a bench behind the organ and there was this long pump handle which it took two of 

us to operate.  The whole troop in pairs had to take it in turns on Sunday morning and evening.  

If the organist had been a bit awkward to you we could get our own back by pumping too fast or 

slow, much to our amusement and his annoyance.   

As a Scout with my bugle 
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When I was about 15 years old I had to leave the troop, although I kept in constant touch, 

because I was at work training as a sheet metal worker and also studying at evening classes held 

at the works, three evenings a week.  I next took up the Scouts in 1952 when my son Ron joined 

the troop at Rothbury Hall 35th Greenwich.  I used to go with him and do a bit of coaching, and 

before I knew it I became the Scout Master, taking them to Guernsey for two weeks camp each 

year.  I gave up in 1960 to become the Badge Secretary for the district until 1972 and also served 

on the executive committee until 1979.  I was then serving as district treasurer where I was able 

to use my capabilities a lot more and organise a few things on the camp site at Downe.  We built 

a complete toilet block and wash rooms and raised the roof of the headquarters, rebuilt the body 

and lowered the roof back on.  I had to find benefactors and cash to do all this and it was worth 

it.  I was awarded the Medal of Merit for my years of work in scouting and was made a Life Vice 

President before I left in 1979 to retire to Wiltshire.  I am still in touch with Greenwich and they 

keep me informed of what�s going on. 

 

Starting Work 

At 11 years old we had to sit for the Junior County exams for entry to either the Central 

School or the Grammar School.  I got through these but owing to circumstances at home and 

uniform and books to buy I decided to wait for the Trade Scholarships and entry to the 

Polytechnic at 13 years old.  Part of this was to submit a drawing of a piece of woodwork for 

which I made the aforementioned walnut bookcase.  I passed the exams alright and then had to 

go for an interview at Woolwich Polytechnic in front of a panel of Governors.  They asked me 

questions on all manner of things and then turned to my Mother to ask her a few questions.  

Being as she was hard of hearing I asked them if they could speak up a little to enable her to hear 

better.  The elderly chap that was doing the interview at the time called a halt.  I was told to sit 

down and I was failed through insubordination.  My school head protested but it was no good so 

I finally left school at 14½ years old. 

My first job was the day after I left school at the Ready Radio factory in Blackheath Village 

and I was put to work soldering the springs on to condensers for the wireless sets.  I had a month 

there and was getting bored doing this all day so I asked the foreman if there was any chance of 

promotion on to something more interesting and he told me to be content and grow up!  On the 

next Friday when we got paid I told him to stuff his job and left.  At this time, 1932, we were in 

the middle of one of the worst recessions the country had known so when I went to the Labour 

Exchange on the Saturday morning I was surprised when they gave me a card to go to 

Harvey�s11.  Unlike most people today we used to work on Saturdays for half a day.  As I walked 

                                                
11 G. A. HARVEY & CO. (LONDON) LTD., CHARLTON 
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down the entrance road to the offices there were a lot of men hanging about hoping for a job so I 

didn�t hold out much hope as I went to the Welfare Office to see Mr France.  He interviewed me 

and kept looking at the scout badge in my lapel and asked me what I had been doing.  When I 

told him he said he would put me to work in the zinc shop as a solderers improver but I was not 

to let him down.   

Monday morning, 17th October 1932 at 7.30am I reported for work which was to last until 

1978, having been through all parts of the company and enjoying it.  My wages were 11s/6d per 

47 hour week (equivalent to 1¼p per hour today) and increased by 2s/6d (equal to 12½p per 

week today) each year.  We also worked overtime when required and earned time and a quarter. 

I was assigned to the zinc shop which dealt with every type of non-ferrous metal, but chiefly 

zinc sheet of all thicknesses.  My first six months were spent helping on an eight foot guillotine 

for cutting all the metal workers� requirements.  It was on the job that I had my very first lesson 

of many and that was accuracy; all jobs depended on us being right.  During this period I got to 

know everyone and was able to watch them and learn to solder properly.  I was next put on a 

bench of my own on which I had to make up and solder rainwater pipes, from 1½� to 3� wide by 

8�0� long, and after a couple of weeks practice I was told to do piece work at ½d each. This 

suited me because I worked up to earning half as much again of my salary which was quite 

handy.  From this I went on to making all types of rainwater goods, all piece work.  

I then started on weather vanes and then zinc & copper roof work which brought me into the 

grade of a sheet metal worker.  This meant going out to erect roof work on buildings of all 

heights, always with one of the men with lots of experience and I learnt a lot from this being glad 

of it later on in my career.  My parents were very proud of me and Mother always made sure I 

was smart for work with a clean collar every morning, although that came off once I got to work. 

Harvey�s Apprentices Christmas photo - 1934 
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Soon after I started work the company started evening classes within the works doing maths, 

drawing and metalwork so I was asked to attend.  It was run by four of the foremen and they did 

a good job of it.  If we attended regularly we were given a weeks money at Christmas and 

Whitsun.  After a couple of years I was transferred to a proper evening school to be able to take 

exams and progress on.  I sat for, and passed, the scholarship for the Royal Society of Art & 

Crafts after only one year instead of the two years expected. 

After that I was asked if I would consider sitting for an examination set by the management 

for promotion to the drawing office to be trained as a draughtsman.  I was only 17 and this was 

to be the changing of my life � my Father always hoped I would finish up by working in the Gas 

Company but I knew my Mother would always wish I was a white collar worker.  I sat for the 

exam and then had a while to wait for the result, was I any good or not?  They let me know 

officially by sending a letter home to me and as we all sat round the table for tea that night my 

Mother handed me the unopened letter.  As I read its contents it became possibly the most awful 

moment of my short life to make my mind up.  I first turned to my Father and said I was sorry 

but I must take the office job, and two things happened at once; Mother came to me and hugged 

me with tears in her eyes, and my Father, with a beam on his face, took the letter so he could 

show everybody.  I never saw the letter again. 

Before I leave this phase of my life in the works I must tell this part.  After I had started work 

on the bench soldering, in 1934, I was told by the foreman to report to the Garage Foreman to go 

out on one of the lorries.  We 

had quite a large fleet 

including traction engines 

and none of them were 

allowed to leave the 

company without a mate, so 

whenever they were a mate 

short for some reason I had 

to stand in.  They gave me a 

peaked cap and away I went 

on a 50cwt Dennis with 

goods to deliver all the way 

to Southend and pick up 

customers� work for galvanising; it was hard work for a boy but I enjoyed it.  Amongst the 

lorries were three 5 tonners and we also had two Sentinel and one Foden traction engines, coal 

fired.  The 5 tonners were long distance lorries doing2 and 3 day journeys; I never went on these 

distant ones but I did if it was a one day distant drop.  The Foden was a treat although I only ever 

Sentinel  traction engine, restored. 
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had one or two trips.  They only did about 12mph flat out and it was fun stoking the fire to keep 

her going and picking up water from builders yards.  On one occasion when we were going 

through Blackwall Tunnel the lorry in front hit the tunnel wall, and our lorry hit that one 

throwing all 8 of us in to the road; the repair work could still be seen in the 1980s and may still 

be there today. By the time you got home you knew you had done a day�s work and the white 

shirt and collar looked a treat, but Mum was always there to send me to work nice and clean the 

next morning. 

Office life began with a rise in salary from 18s/6d to £1 per week.  With my best suit on and, 

of course, my lovely white shirts and semi-stiff collars I reported to Mr Bronson the Chief 

Draughtsman at 9am and he called all 20 draughtsmen to heel and introduced me to them by 

name, telling me I would be at their beck and call from now on.  I didn�t know whether to wish I 

was back on my bench again or not.  The chap I was taking over from showed me all about the 

job for about a week I�m glad to say : sort out all drawings returned from works of completed 

jobs and file them in cabinets, book all orders in and give them to the chief, book all finished 

orders out and take to the various departments, print all tracings from the draughtsmen either as 

white Newlyn prints or blue prints, go to the canteen morning and afternoon to get the teas for 

everyone, run messages for all the men and when they all went home at 6pm, clean the printing 

machine and oven ready for the next day! 

Once I got into the system and got to know my way around the offices and parts of the works 

where I had never been before things worked out alright for me.  I found the men were a grand 

bunch of chaps, very helpful and understanding and of course I was able to pass on a few tips on 

how things were done on the shop floor.  I was now going to the South East London Polytechnic 

three evenings a week 7-10pm to study for the City & Guilds for metal work and the National 

Certificate for engineering.  The rest of the week evenings to do homework seemed like all work 

and no play but if you want to get on with it, it has to be done.  My family were very supportive 

and allowed me to get on and hog the table all evening � my Mother and Father were pillars of 

strength. 

 

Winnie 

Some time in the autumn of this year, 1935, a young girl of 16¾ came into my life,  I have no 

other way of explaining it.  I was 17½, she was named Winnie, an only child and only lived a 

couple of streets away from me.  She went to the same school as me, in the girls school of 

course, and yet we had never met although our Fathers knew each other at the local pub.  After a 

short while I knew in my heart that she had come for a purpose and to stay.  I could also read this 

in my Mother who I was very close to  - she thought the world of her and would always be ready 
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to take a back seat.  When I look back to this time it was as if my Mother had a premonition that 

in a short while, within a year in fact, that Winnie was going to carry on and look after me.  The 

other thing that makes me mention the premonition is that it was the custom in those days to buy 

your children an engagement ring on their 21st birthday but my Mother bought mine on my 18th 

Winifred Farnish nee Alexander 
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birthday, just a few short months before she died. 

After a short while of knowing each other she used to come to the Polytechnic at Lewisham 

three nights a week and we would walk the three miles home.  The rest of the week she would 

come round and see that I did my homework; not that she understood any of it!  In fact until we 

got married in 1940 we saw each other every day. 

It was about nine months before they gave me a drawing board and a new chair although it 

would be a long time before I would be doing any real drawing; at least it was my own private 

unit complete with lockable cabinet to keep myself tidy.  I was now able to make time to sit at 

my board and practice my printing and drawing in some small way.  I was now really enjoying 

my work the same as I did in the factory and looked forward to the day that I would be asked to 

perform for real.   

Just as I was getting on so well making headway and with so much to look forward to 

disaster struck.  My Mother was taken ill and put into hospital with internal ulcers.  My Father 

and I used to stay in the hospital all night as she was so bad and the doctors took samples from 

me and said he might be wanting us in an emergency.  The call came at 2pm at work when the 

chief came to me and said I was to go to the hospital.  I shot out of the office still wearing my 

long white coat streaming out behind and ran the mile to the hospital.  Jon Hart caught me up just 

as I reached there and he was one of our track runners � he had brought my jacket and took my 

office coat back.  When the doctor saw me he made me sit and rest to calm down before they 

took me into the theatre to give my Mother a blood transfusion12.  My oldest sister Flora also 

gave a little but it appears that she was losing it as quickly as it went in.  

A couple of days later I had got home from work, had my tea and was on my way to the 

hospital for the evening going up Blackwall Lane when I heard a shout from the other side of the 

road.  It was Winnie running over and she said �It�s no good going there, your Mum�s dead.�   

My world stopped.   

She took me to her house and my Father was there, and we must have looked like two lost 

sheep trying to come to terms.  This was 26th August 1936 and she was only 50 years old.  I 

knew that I would have to be the responsible one and had lots to do.  My real thoughts were for 

my brother Harry, 7, and sister Mary, 9.  The other three sisters were able to help themselves.  

After the funeral it was agreed that the girls looked after Mary�s welfare and Winnie and I look 

after Harry, and so life in the family started afresh. 

                                                
12 It was quite a thing in those days (1936) with a doctor and several nurses in attendance; different from now with 
one quick jab. 
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This is where my Winnie came into her own and did her best to stand in for my Mother.  She 

made me take all my washing to her each week so that it was properly washed and ironed and 

every Saturday I had dinner and tea with her family who, incidentally, I got on very well with.   

For a long while I was missing my Mother very much but as time passed Winnie was 

gradually stepping in and keeping me going, sometimes pushing you might say, and looking 

back to those hard times I owe everything I did to her drive and tenacity.  Yet she never tried to 

rule me, ever.  Within six months of my Mother�s death we got engaged. 

 

Experience 

Regardless of all our private lives and its problems the working life had to go on.  I carried 

on with my studies and one night while at the �Poly� a rumour went round that there was a fire at 

the palace and could be seen from the roof, so a few of us went up and there it was, our 

wonderful Crystal Palace all ablaze about a mile and a half away.  The glass was all melting and 

running away down Sydenham Hill like water.  All that was left in the morning were the two 

Winnie�s Grandmother & Ruth Alexander (Winnie�s Mother) Winnie�s Father Herbert (also pictured Jarvis� sweet shop, 
home of the �two sucks� ice lolly) 
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towers and rivers of solid glass in the gutters which had to be chipped away afterwards.  The 

Palace was a huge glass structure built in Hyde Park on the orders of Prince Albert for the Great 

Exhibition of 1851 and then 

moved to its present site when 

the exhibition was all over, and 

renamed as Exhibition Hall for 

the public.  We were taken to see 

it a few times as children, it was 

a good bus ride from home.  

After the fire in 1936 the sports 

arena was built on the site. 

I passed the City & Guilds 

scholarship in three years and 

then concentrated on the 

National Engineering Certificate 

but alas before reaching the exam stages the war interrupted and all evening classes were stopped 

� we had other things to think of.  By now I had made progress in the office and put under the 

wing of a senior draughtsman, Mr Frank Hatchet.  We got on so well together and had a lot of 

trust in each other.  He took me out a couple of times to customers works to measure up for work 

required, and it�s a good thing I paid heed to how we spoke to the customer and how we 

approached the task in hand, then came back and designed the thing in detail, preparing drawings 

for the works.  The next thing I did not expect; he sent me out on my own.  Fortunately it was for 

simple machinery guards and somehow I managed � all fear had disappeared � and I could see 

that he was satisfied, especially when the chief came and spoke to him. 

As you can imagine, by the time war broke out in 1939 I had gained a great deal of 

experience through Frank and so you will see it paid off.  First we had the �phoney war� for a 

year before the declaration and lots of preparation work was done by our company such as water 

storage reservoirs for fire fighting, Bailey Bridges for the army and so forth.  Also a large 

majority were employed after working hours to assemble gas masks for the general public.  

Some went to the local school where they were issued from to instruct on using the various 

types.  I used to go out on the lorry to deliver where they were needed most; it was certainly 

panic time whenever we drew up, all this was done in the dark because the blackout was in force 

even then. 

We had decided to get married in 1940 so were saving up for our home � in those days you 

could pay for things weekly but could not have them home before they were paid for.  We had a 

Crystal Palace On Fire, 30th November 1936 
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complete home, bedroom, lounge, dining room, kitchen with all glass, china, and linen etc. being 

paid for � and then war came in September 1939. 

 

War Begins 

My Father and I were putting the earth over the Anderson shelter that we had put in the 

garden when Mr Chamberlain announced that we had declared war on Germany.  Just as he was 

finishing, the air raid siren went � but it turned out to be a false alarm.  From then on it seemed 

funny to see everyone walking about with their gas mask box slung over the shoulder, as well as 

wardens and police knocking on doors if they should see a chink of light from a window.  At 

work we were gradually gearing up to a wartime system as we knew we would be having a part 

to play but not what.  My young brother and sister had to be evacuated to Hastings for safety and 

most schools were closed; later Harry was sent on to Wales but Mary insisted on coming back to 

London. 

At work we were beginning to get a few orders from the Government for work such as the 

Morrison shelter for use indoors where the garden wasn�t suitable for wither the Anderson or 

brick built surface shelters, anti-aircraft rocket firers and Bailey bridges to name but a few.  The 

army wasn�t doing as well as expected and there seemed to be a lot of confusion between us and 

the French forces.   

I was offered a flat over the corner shop at the end of Winnie�s street but it wanted a lot of 

doing up; my Father and I soon got down to that and made it habitable and ready for our home.  

Then came Dunkirk, �what should we do?�  We made up our minds and saw the vicar and he 

said he would marry us on 21st July on Sunday morning after communion.  That gave us a month 

to arrange to have our furniture delivered to set up home, notify people (mostly relatives) and get 

some time off work � they allowed me the Monday and Friday off.  Due to family difficulties 

Winnie�s Mother wouldn�t come because her Father was coming to give her away.  There was no 

reception, only a few sandwiches and a cake because the black market hadn�t yet started.  Our 

two days honeymoon was spent at the town hall for changing ration books and changes of 

address and then registering with the different shop keepers.  This simple marriage lasted 62 

years until Winnie died in 2003. 

Things were in turmoil after Dunkirk when the army survivors had all been rescued by the 

navy and the �small ships armada�, and we had been warned of bombing raids in the future but 

none of us realised what was to come. 
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Civil Defence Duties 

When we moved into our flat I joined 

the A.R.P. which later became the C.D. 

(Civil Defence).  We had a post know as 

River 6 built on an old plague burial ground 

and we controlled a large area including the 

river and wharfs with the factories.  I was 

attending lectures at the weekend on 

demolition, rescue and first aid, what 

chance had I got against a bomber carrying 

a load of bombs?  But then we couldn�t get 

hit else we couldn�t save the others.  I 

teamed up with Frank Smith, also an ex-

scout, and we used to patrol a given area 

plus the river and wharfs, we would then 

return to the wardens post to check in and 

then home waiting for that dreaded call out.  

At least we were still going to bed at night and getting our sleep. 

One beautiful Saturday afternoon we were on my Father�s allotment when the sirens went off 

for an air raid.  We could not take cover as there was none, only the shed, so there was Winnie, 

my Father and myself looking up into a clear blue sky when these formations of German 

bombers appeared.  We could not take our eyes off them, they looked a wonderful sight until the 

bomb doors opened and glittered in the sun and the bombs came tumbling out.  Our aircraft were 

up their sorting them out but not 

stopping the carnage.  We had our tea 

and then took a walk up Vanbrugh Hill 

were we could see all over London and 

the whole place was alight; like the 

sight we had seen that afternoon in the 

sky this was a different sight on the 

ground, both would live in the memory 

forever.  As darkness fell they came 

back again to finish the job. 

This was the real beginning of the 

Blitz and we were to get very little rest from now on and people had to start adapting to the new 

way of life for the next two or three years of warnings and all clears.  They also started to do 

As an A.R.P Warden 

German bombers 
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daylight raids on occasions and on one of these a fighter plane swooped low over us and fired his 

guns and one of the shells broke through the bedroom window, went through a wardrobe, 

Winnie�s wedding hat and then buried itself in the wall behind.  Fortunately we were both at 

work because he had also dropped a bomb on the local pub opposite and demolished it, killing 

the two occupants. 

By now we had got into a regular routine.  After work we would have our tea while I was 

changing into my uniform, clear away and wait for the warning, which was now every evening at 

dusk.  I would then take Winnie to her Mother�s garden shelter, which was only up the street 

from us, then I would go the post and be on duty all night - some nights it would be quieter than 

others and you could catch a little sleep if you were lucky � then home after the all clear to wash 

and change ready for work.  

One night we were having a rough time and Frank and I were on patrol round the river bank 

and wharfs when we heard a bomb drop, then another. We knew there would be about five in a 

stick so we crouched down by a wall and could only wait for the others to hit.  As they got closer 

we thought the last one could be ours, and it was � it landed in the deep mud about twenty feet 

away and we were covered all over in this thick mud as it came down.  We said a prayer and 

wondered why we were not deaf, and then with difficulty and a few laughs at each other we 

came home to my back yard and got the tin bath out and scrubbed each other down with the yard 

broom. 

We were kept pretty busy at times being as we were in what was known as �bomb alley�, 

either side of the river which was a landmark for the raiders.  If I might digress without boring 

you I will try and describe a few of the incidents that we attended. 

One that stands out in my mind was when we were called to help in the River 6 area, down 

by the Blackwall Tunnel, and to get there to my amazement we had to pass under a gas flame 

coming from the gas holders and stretching across the road.  It had been struck about twenty feet 

up its side by a large piece of shrapnel from the bomb we had come to help at.  It reminded me 

so much of the job my Father used to have to do on the very same holder in the First World War.  

As then, the Gas Company would attend to the repair of this in a specialised way that I won�t go 

into. 

Some time after this we were called out to another incident where an oil bomb had dropped 

in the entrance to a shelter and trapped a lot of people inside.  As we got them out some were in a 

bad way with oil burns so we treated them with an ointment that we had for such cases and then 

got them to hospital as was the usual practice.  We were informed a few days later that a number 

of people had died as a result of these tubes of ointment and all had to be called in from a large 
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area owing to a mistake from the suppliers.  We didn�t feel very happy for a long time but still 

had a job to do. 

We had a large incident one night when a stick of bombs brought down two streets of houses 

and damaged a lot more around.  As we got the casualties out from the rubble we sent them all to 

the three shelters under the Granada car park so that we could get on with getting bodies out of 

the Anderson shelters.  Not a pleasant job when all you can do is put the parts of people into bags 

to be buried later.  The heavy rescue came in at this stage to carry on demolishing and looking 

for victims so 

we went round 

to the shelters to 

see how things 

were.  Everyone 

seemed to want 

tea so Frank and 

I went to the 

damaged houses 

and found tea, 

sugar, milk and 

a couple of 

buckets which 

we washed out, 

found a gas ring 

still working 

and eventually 

finished up with two full buckets of tea, and a few cups, and went back to the shelter.  By now it 

had started to rain.  We fin-ished the first shelter and came up for the second and also a break.  It 

was now really rain-ing so we car-ried on and before doing the third shelter we let the buckets 

have a topping up of rain water before going down.  What the tea must have tasted like by now 

we never knew but it must have been cold and weak but they all said it was the best cup ever.  It 

was now daybreak.  The all clear had gone so it was home for a cup of tea, change, an hour�s 

sleep and back to work.  News of our tea experience soon got out and we had to live it down for 

some time! 

 

 

 

Letter of thanks to Wardens Post, one of many received. 
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Bombed 

We had been informed that we might get a quiet Christmas and as it happened we did, but on 

Sunday 29th December it was to be the last time for us to live in our flat.  As usual we were 

getting ready, Winnie was having a wash in the kitchen downstairs and I was waiting to take her 

to her Mother�s.  The warning not gone off when suddenly I heard a noise like a batch of 

incendiary bombs coming down and went to rush outside when she stopped me to put my steel 

helmet on.  That small action is the reason I am alive to tell the tale. 

We lived over the corner shop and just out of the door were two more shops, one being the 

corner fish and chip shop which faced onto Blackwall Lane.  It was as I got to that corner that 

there was an almighty bang and the shop collapsed on me.  Fortunately it was mostly of wooden 

upper structure and I was able, after a great deal of effort, to get myself free.  My first thought 

was my Winnie and where was she?   

I got back to our corner and the place was a shambles and there she was, in the rubble with 

only her head and shoulders showing.  I went to walk away and suddenly started shouting at 

myself; the siren started off to warn us of the air raid, rather late I thought (only in different 

words than that), then I had my senses back and dug her out.  It was bitterly cold and she had no 

clothes on her top part, but I managed to grab a coat off a chap that was passing and took her to 

the Warden�s Post instead of the hospital, as I knew they would be busy, and got our own doctor 

to look at her.  He made me leave her in his care and get to the flats in Blackwall Lane where I 

would be more useful. 

When I got there I could hardly believe what I saw.  This plane had crept in on his own and 

dropped a land mine on a parachute � these things held a ton of explosives and on landing, 

instead of making a crater like a bomb, it sent shock waves through the ground over a large area 

and caused a great deal of damage.  In this case a four storey block of flats took the full force of 

its blast and from these alone we took 34 dead and many more injured.  There were also a great 

many more dead and injured because the Granada was just turning out the afternoon performance 

and the hospital was full up with casualties.  When I got the chance I went to look at our own 

damage but there was nothing I could do in the dark, and to make matters worse it started to rain 

and snow, and our six month old home lay in ruins under it. 

Back at the post they informed me that Winnie had been taken to the Chief Warden�s house 

for the night and was to go to the hospital the next day.  The warden�s wife had cleaned her up 

and the hospital discovered a dislocated nose and a heap of scratches and things on her body 

which they dealt with, so we were able to go home and view the damage.  All the houses in the 

street were damaged beyond repair, including her Mother�s house. 
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The day after we got married we had filled a suitcase with all of our wedding clothes plus 

any more we could get in and put it 

in a cupboard under the stairs in case 

of emergency.  The only thing was 

to find it which took quite a while to 

remove everything away from that 

area, but finally we got it and took it 

to my Aunt Lou to keep in her 

house.  I then went to work just as I 

was, filthy all over, still in uniform 

to let them know I would be 

otherwise occupied for a couple of 

days.  The whole office rallied 

round.   

Charlie Knight, the deputy chief 

gave me the keys to his home 

because it wasn�t being used for a 

couple of weeks, and said we could 

take the remains of our home up 

Inside front of Ration Book 

Fron cover of Ration Book 
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their and clean it up.  Ron Tardif, the chief, came with me to the director of the garage and 

arranged for me to have a lorry complete with driver and mate the next day.  Fortunately I knew 

all the drivers so when Dave turned up the next morning we had a little more help to carefully 

get as much of our home out as possible and on to the lorry.  There was a lot we couldn�t get and 

other things smashed, but by early evening we had it all unloaded and into Charlie�s house, and 

Winnie and I spent our first night there. 

The next day we had to go to the town hall to have our ration books replaced and to beg some 

clothing coupons so that we could get some things to wear.  This took a bit of bribery in the way 

Bomb compensation inventory 
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of souvenirs � I had picked up one of the thick nylon ropes that held the mine to the parachute so 

with a sharp knife always at hand I had good bargaining powers; I still have a piece of this rope 

 left.  Winnie had arranged to sleep in a rest centre at night which had supplied a few meals but 

she was unable to go back to work because of her injuries and also finding somewhere else to 

live by pestering the town hall each day to see if they had anything.  I had to return to work as 

soon as we had moved the furniture so I fed in the works canteen and spent the night at the 

Warden�s Post.   

In the meantime, Winnie�s Mum, Dad and Grandad  had been moved by the council to a flat in 

Vanbrugh Hill, but there was no room for us there, besides, for obvious reasons we wanted a 

place of our own. 

About 2-3 weeks after the big bang we were offered a house at 33 Ulundi Road.  There were 

no keys to this Victorian house, but being a warden I was told to break in and fit a new lock on 

the front door.  This was a nine room house with bathroom and toilet upstairs and another toilet 

and a kitchen downstairs.  It was built in 1884 for the officers returning from the South African 

war, hence the name of the road after the battle of Ulundi.  It was in a neglected state with a burst 

pipe thanks to the cold weather, but we soon put all this to rights and was able to arrange a lorry 

to bring our furniture back, which we had paid several visits to clean up as best we could. 

Winnie�s Mother had been round to have a look at it and said she wanted to have part of it 

instead of the flat they already had.  On top of that she also insisted on having the bottom part of 

the house � she was like that � so after a lot of arguing we had to make arrangements with the 

Town Hall to call this two flats.  After a short period of settling in Winnie was able to go back to 

work again and things began to get back to normal.   

 

War Effort 

I transferred to the local Warden�s Post G8, situated in Vanbrugh Castle alongside 

Greenwich Park.  These were a different class of people in this area and most of the wardens 

were elderly and glad to see a bit of young blood that had seen a lot of incidents; and our quarters 

were quite comfortable!  Our area included most of Greenwich Park including the Royal 

Observatory and the barrage balloon site managed by the A.T.S., also part of Blackheath 

Common which had an in-transit overnight camp and also the anti-aircraft rocket batteries, plus a 

large area of large houses � so we had quite a lot to keep our eye on. 

Back at work things were hotting up with the war effort.  So much of the work at this stage 

was parts for other things being made elsewhere, so we did not know most of the time what the 

things were.  At this time I was a qualified draughtsman and getting a lot of this work to do - 
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which was really interesting - until my call up papers arrived one day, because they needed men 

suitable for the air force, especially pilots and observers.   

I went for the medical and interview and passed as a suitable airman.  When I informed them 

at work I was sent for by the Director who told me that I was reserved for special work and my 

call up had been 

cancelled.  Soon 

after this, 

several of us 

were called to a 

meeting by the 

Director and 

had to swear to 

secrecy at all 

times on all 

work from now 

on. 

This secrecy became a laugh with everyone but us because the Government departments used 

to issue drawings to us of the intended requirements and back and front were stamped secret so 

that everyone could see it!  Some while after the drawings arrived we would have an official 

Air Force acceptance letter  

Call Up notices  
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from the ministry pay us a visit and would discuss what they really wanted and leave the real 

drawings with us.   

One such job I had was to make and fit a gadget to the front of a Centurion tank to clear 

minefields without touching the tank tracks etc.  I went to a tank training depot to see what was 

expected and talked with a number of different people, picking up a lot of ideas and a drawing.  I 

got to work and came up with, on paper I must say, a frame out from the front of the tank 

pivoting up and down with a drum on the end which revolved, and along this drum chains were 

fixed like a curtain touching the ground.  The boffins agreed that it had possibilities and was 

similar to ideas elsewhere and we were given the job of making a mock-up.  This took quite a 

while and lots of visits both ways, but eventually we had something that worked by turning it by 

hand.  This had all been done in a locked area of the garage and one day a tank transporter turned 

up complete with a Centurion tank on board, and was it a size!  It was unloaded and after a few 

days we were able to attach our bit to the front of it and the tank did a run up the factory yard and 

back.  It was loaded back on the transporter and away it went, the original �flail tank�.  We never 

saw it again because they were made in an ordinance factory in Scotland. 

There were many such jobs all through the war such as the anti-submarine bomb, dropped 

from aircraft, where the nose cap had to release and come off as it touched the water to allow the 

bomb to float down to the submarine.  The lifebuoy flame thrower which strapped to a soldier�s 

back and was very portable and able to throw a flame a long way.  The 8000lb bombs with a fin 

that was taller than a man and were used on the thousand bomber saturation raids over German 

cities.  The list is never ending, especially when preparations were put in hand for the second 

front and the eventual landings in France.  The pace and secrecy was unbelievable but I think it 

best to shut up about war work until 1945 or I could go on forever. 

Back to our domestic life.  After our upheaval things took a time to settle down and there was 

a good deal to be done about the house 

and very little to do it with as regards 

decorating, so it had to make do with a 

good clean all over until better times.  I 

was able to get an indoor shelter 

because of my position with civil 

defence.  The Morrison, as it was called, 

was the type I had helped to design so it 

was no bother for me to erect it in the 

lounge against an inner wall.  Win�s 

Mum and Dad claimed this as their Morrison Shelter  
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sleeping chamber while she kept watch on the house during the raids because I was out on duty 

every night at the Warden�s Post and on patrol. 

About this time I was asked at work to become Safety Officer over all the overhead travelling 

cranes and the lifting tackle for the whole company.  This meant annealing and tensile testing 

every chain tackle twice a year; I had a chainsmith and mate who did all the work which I had to 

witness as and when and sign all the certificates.  The cranes were spot checked by the engineers 

and myself at any time we chose but out of working hours.  All this on average would take about 

a day per week � unfortunately we on the staff did not get paid any overtime money.  Our Heavy 

Construction Department had received an order from the Admiralty for some turbine covers for 

aircraft carriers so with Government help were having to build two extensions to the factory, 80 

feet wide each with 2 50 ton cranes across the whole span.  This was a new field for me so it 

meant very heavy lifting tackle including wire bands, but more of that later. 

The other job was to do with the Civil Defence.  I was approached by a Mr Fred Savile who 

was the chief chemist at Softnells who dealt a lot with agricultural control.  He told me he was 

the district Gas Identification Officer for the Greenwich District and needed an assistant who had 

a lot of experience of air raids.  He said that I had been recommended by Control.  I said that I 

did not know a thing about chemistry but he said that did not matter � knowing about gas did, 

and I would soon be taught all about that and learn to respect it.  After consultation with Winnie 

and my chief at work who was also a warden, I agreed to do the job; after all, I was only to be 

the assistant.   

It turned out that Fred and his wife lived in our road but in our short residence we had never 

met � but we became very great friends who had to rely 

on each other.  I had to remain at the Warden�s Post 

and be on duty every night because of communication 

with Control over the phone.  I was issued with a 

different uniform consisting of boiler suit, Wellington 

boots, yellow steel helmet with two black diamonds 

painted on and the letters G.I.O., service gas mask with 

extra capacity filter, gas proof leggings, cape and hood,  

and a wide webbing belt complete with sample bottles, 

testers and tools of the trade.  I secretly prayed that I 

would never be called out to an incident and have to 

wear all that gas equipment, it would have been 

impossible to dive for cover in it. 

Gas Warden with portable siren  
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Fred taught me all I had to know about the was gases, and issued me with books to study.  

We had to attend field studies held on the grounds behind Wormwood Scrubs prison and 

organised by the R.A.F.  These exercises were attended by groups of G.I.O. officers from all 

over London and real gas bombs were used at all times which I won�t trouble to go into except to 

say it could be very scary.  We also had to carry out mock gas raids in our own districts.   

For our first raid we chose a Saturday lunchtime at 1 o�clock as the men were on their way 

home from work and the cinema was open.  The spot we chose was the junction of Trafalgar 

Road, Woolwich Road, Blackwall Lane and Vanbrugh Hill, a four way junction.  The police co-

operated with us and had already been into all the shops and warned them to shut the doors 

before it started � butchers and fish shops had to cover their food as well.  Other places we were 

not so worried about, but we did warn the Granada cinema about controlling the fans.  We used a 

weak solution of KSK gas (a tear gas) and placed the canister outside the bank where it could not 

be seen, and released it.  The result was amazing; people starting crying for no reason and panic 

was setting in.  The police had to blow their whistles and shout �gas!�, then suddenly the 

Granada started emptying out, people with tear gas in their eyes.  The manager had not believed 

us and left the inlet air fans on, and the place had filled very quickly.  The pub also got its share 

and we were not very popular, in fact people got very abusive to us and to the police. 

Fortunately it cleared away in a short while and we were able to make an assessment of our 

work, and the police agreed with us.  Only half the people in that area were carrying a gas mask 

and those that had were too slow in realising that they should be putting them on.  It was no good 

trying to do another one but warned the people that if it was going to happen for real they would 

not get a warning (we thought of warning Hitler to only use it at night when everyone was in 

doors!)  My worse abuse came from my Mother-In-Law when I got home because she had been 

caught in the pub and I hadn�t warned her. 

All this led to us deciding to hold lectures and demonstrations for all the district post wardens 

from time to time at which we were 

able to display a whole range of 

gases.  It was strange as I had to 

lecture my own chief draughtsman 

and section leader, and I got a lot of 

old madam from the rest of the 

office � but they were all a grand 

bunch.  Fortunately we only had a 

few emergency call outs the whole 

war, on false alarms.  I doubt if the 

country could have coped. 

German Incendiary Bomb 
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One night in 1941 we had a batch of incendiary bombs drop on the area and one had dropped 

on the house next door.  As I came down the road I saw a ladder up to the attic window and 

someone going up it.  When I got there I found it was Winnie with two men standing at the 

bottom letting her do it � I went up and brought her down and then I went back up again to deal 

with it.  Just as I got in the room it exploded.  I was very lucky in dodging it but the walls were 

covered in little individual fires that I dealt with and then came after the two men who were 

supposed to be fire watchers but were scared to go up a ladder.  They also knew that Winnie was 

carrying our baby � I won�t repeat the next few minutes! 

First Born 

In September 1941 the hospital decided that in her best interests Winnie should be evacuated 

to a nursing home at 

Bradford-On-Avon in 

Wiltshire, and I was very 

relieved because I knew 

that it was a pretty safe 

place to be.  She was 

lodged with an old couple 

in a cottage and she got on 

well with them, I was able 

to go down and see her at 

the weekend and they were 

able to put me up.  I had to 

take the train to Bath then a bus took me to 

Bradford and then walk a couple of miles up hill 

all the way.  I could not believe my eyes to see 

the location for pregnant women to be billeted 

while waiting to go into the nursing home.  There 

was no bathroom and only primitive washing 

facilities and the toilet was an earth dunny in the 

garden � the women needed a bath every day and 

had to go down a very steep hill into the town to 

a very decrepit bath house and then climb all the 

way back! 

A couple of weeks before the baby was due 

Winnie slipped on a stone while they were 

Berry Field Nursng Home, Bradford-On-Avon 

Ronald Arthur Farnish 
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blackberrying and was taken straight into the nursing home for the rest of the time until the baby 

was born, two weeks behind time. 

They had sent for me to go down and when I arrived at about 6pm on 4th November he had 

just been born.  Before I left for home the next day we had to choose a name so that he could be 

registered at Trowbridge, which automatically made him a �Moonraker� so without a great deal 

of thought we named him Ronald Arthur.  Ten days later we did the awful journey home in a 

train packed full of armed soldiers on the move with nowhere to feed or change him.  We felt a 

lot safer together and there�s no place like home. 

About this time the air raids had 

stopped being continuous from dusk to 

dawn and started coming at any time 

during the night and after for a lesser time, 

because they had started the �blitz� raids 

on other cities throughout the country.  

Some were very badly beaten up over the 

course of two or three raids.  This did give 

us a slight respite in London and we were 

beginning to sample a touch of the private 

life again.  One quiet night at the 

Warden�s Post I was asked to take an 

incendiary bomb to pieces and make it 

safe for the son of an army captain.  I will 

explain that when they dropped these fire 

bombs they came in what they called a 

�Molotov Basket�, and they scattered all 

over the place causing fires and confusion.  

Some of them were fitted with and 

explosive device and this would scatter burning fragments all around, and quite often you would 

find one still undamaged and not ignited.  I could see at a glance whether it was plain or 

explosive and I found out how to dismantle and remove the explosive charge, but I always did 

this on my own and never had any trouble.   

This night I had removed the tail fin and unscrewed the end cap and then taken the explosive 

out � this consisted of one malleable iron cap screwed into a larger one inside of which was an 

aluminium capsule filled with TNT.  The idea was that when the bomb struck and ignited it 

would get extremely hot in the resulting fire and the TNT would explode and scatter pieces of 

the caps all over the place.  It was as I was unscrewing the caps I was distracted and possibly 

Ron and I, 33 Ulundi Road 
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went too fast, and it exploded in my gloved hands.  Fortunately I had my overall on and as usual 

I had my head turned against the bomb so only heard one hell of a bang.  At the first aid post 

they put my bare arms and hands into a bowl of iodine and it drew all the pieces of aluminium 

out and then they bandaged them up.  That was the last one I ever did. 

It took a long time to live it down at work.  Fortunately that was the only real injury that I 

received right through the war, which was remarkable considering the large number and severity 

of incidents that I attended, some of them with large amounts of casualties and deaths. 

 

Doodlebugs 

As time went on - work by day, war work by night, and Ron making good progress in the 

baby stakes � our new extensions at the factory were growing and the cranes had been ordered.  I 

had to start thinking about lifting tackle.  I decided to have this made in Staffordshire where they 

knew more about this heavy chain work and wire bonds capable of making these very heavy 

lifts, so this meant travelling up there by train from time to time and eventually witnessing all the 

testing prior to delivery to our works. 

One night the highly expected happened.  We had been told from control about Hitler�s 

secret weapon, the V1, but did not 

know what to expect and when.  

This night we saw a plane on fire 

go right overhead towards north 

London and the guns from 

Blackheath firing at it, and of 

course a cheer went up when we 

thought they had hit it and nobody 

thought any more about it.  The 

next morning I had got to go up to 

Leicester for a few days to inspect 

some coal feed spirals that we had 

made; the customer was not very 

happy so I was sent to �carry the 

can� and make a decision.  While 

I was making my first inspection 

someone asked me if I had seen 

the V1 last night, and then showed 

me a paper with a report of it.   German Propagande leaflet, dropped on London 
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They said they had booked a night out for me with them that night, a few day�s rest away 

from the bombing would do me good.  This was late afternoon and I said to them that I would be 

going back that night as I had a wife and young son at home.  I asked them to put the spirals back 

in the railway truck and send them back to the siding at the works so I could have them all put 

right.  They insisted on taking me out to dinner and then put me on a train which got me back to 

Kings Cross at about 1.00am.  I had to walk all the way back to Blackheath and got there at 

about 5.00am.  Fortunately there was no air raid so I went into work after a good breakfast, wash 

and change of clothes so that as soon as the manager arrived I reported everything that I had 

done.  I then said �I am now going home to bed for a few hours sleep�, he just said �clear off, see 

you tomorrow�. 

The �doodlebugs� had started.  This was an evil weapon to be firing on built up areas where 

there was no protection.  It was like a small aeroplane with one ton of explosive in the nose and 

the back end a rocket with sufficient propellant to take it so far.  They were projected from a 

ramp facing at the target area and when fired the rocket acted the same as a jet engine with 

flames belching from the back and making a hideous noise. 

They would fly on until the propellant ran out and then everything went quiet - like a glider it 

would then form a long turning arc before plummeting to earth and exploding.  The damage 

could be devastating in some cases and he had the advantage of sending them any time of the day 

and night, albeit with no control after they had left the ramp. One evening one of them came 

down on Blackheath and we ran up there from the Warden�s Post and could not believe our eyes.  

Blackheath was used as an in-transit overnight camp and there was also a battery of guns 

stationed there.  The officers told us that it was a company of the Women�s Army Corps, most of 

them had been killed and it was a job for the army to deal with.   

Another time I had just left work on a Friday evening and went to pick up our weekly 

shopping on the way home; this was on the corner of Blackwall lane and there was a brick 

shelter there.  The doodlebug went over some distance off and people were going to the shelter 

and I said �don�t worry, it�s gone over� when suddenly its tail fire went out and it turned and 

came back towards us.  The people were inside before I could shout, and it came right across the 

shelter as it crossed Blackwall lane and a train, and just skimmed the houses where my Father 

and sister lived, then exploding.  I ran round to see if they were alright or needed help and they 

were in the street wondering what had happened when someone said it had gone on to the 

allotment.  My father and I went down to see if it had touched ours.  Fortunately for us it was a 

few plots away and must have come in at a shallow dive and hit something because there was no 

crater to speak of, but all the crops had been cut down to the ground plus a few sheds 

redistributed around. 
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This now made my mind up to get Winnie and Ron down to my aunt in Suffolk in the heart 

of the country, although still within the restricted coastal zone.  This relieved me of a great deal 

of worry and I was able to go and visit 

them on odd occasions and we could also 

write to one another.  Around this time the 

doodlebugs were becoming quite frequent 

and we had roof spotters on our tallest 

building to sound the warning to the 

factory when it looked as if it could be 

ours. 

We had got the cranes installed in the 

new bays of the factory and me, the Chief 

Engineer and the maker were preparing to 

make the deflection test from the centre of 

the gantry to the floor with an 80 ton load 

when the warning went.  We were 30 feet 

from the ground with no ladder (it hadn�t 

been installed at this stage) so all we could 

do was stand and hold on to the hand rail as 

the rocket passed directly above.  

Fortunately the rocket had burned out but 

the vibration up in the steel work of the roof was awful.  It landed about 60 yards away behind 

the paint shop and then blew up.  We were still hanging on to the rail I�m glad to say.  It all 

happened so quick and we were too shaken to carry on; it took a long time for us to climb down 

the steelwork of the building to the floor.  We hit the proverbial fag and just stood there, 

eventually deciding to go home and try the next day. 

The next thing to arrive were the V2 rockets which were sent from sites in Holland.  You 

could not see them and they arrived unannounced; if you heard the bang you were still alive.  It 

was said that the first one to arrive landed on a prisoner-of-war camp in Essex where German 

prisoners were billeted.  We had one land in Greenwich Park on a Sunday morning but the only 

damage that it did was to the flower nurseries. This rocket was the forerunner of the space 

rockets of later years. 

The Second Front in southern Europe was now well under way so I had my family back 

home and we were beginning to become a little more settled and planning for the future after the 

war was finally won.  Although there was still a lot of hard fighting to be done by the forces, all 

the time now they were winning. 

Aunt Emma with Winnie in Coddenham, Suffolk 


